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US Shippers Expect Freight Growth to Outpace 
Economy 
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U.S. shippers on average expect that for the first time in roughly two years freight growth in 2014 will steadily outpace 
the expansion of the general economy,  

In a survey conducted by Wolfe Research in late 2013, U.S. shippers said they expect their freight volume to increase 
2.9 percent this year. U.S. economic growth is pegged at about 2.3 percent for 2014. Wolfe Research, which 
surveyed roughly 100 shippers with a total transportation budget of more than $17 billion, noted shippers had the 
same expectation of freight growth outpacing that of the economy last year — only to see the opposite. 

Intermodal and ground parcels will be the major drivers of freight growth, both increasing 3.5 percent.  Ocean 
shipping, rail carload and truckload freight will keep building, with each at between 1.5 percent and 3 percent growth. 

Surveyed shippers “expect their international and domestic air freight volumes to inflect positive over the next 12 
months, consistent with recent industry trends and improved global airfreight indexes,” said the New York-based 
transportation research and consulting firm. 

Part of the confidence likely comes from some shippers seeing a surprisingly better peak season bump. Shippers on 
average saw a 1.2 percent uptick in traffic between mid-August and late November. 

Despite the expectation for freight growth, fewer shippers expect their transportation budgets to increase through late 
2014. Just 75 percent of shippers are planning for larger budgets, compared with the 81 percent of those that had the 
same expectations three months prior. Fuel price growth is forecast to slow, and shippers in general don’t think 
pricing, albeit mixed for domestic and international modes, will jump aggressively, either. 

Reflecting the push for lean supply chains, most shippers expect inventory levels to be flat, according to the survey. 
Nearly twice as many shippers have lower safety stock levels, with 28 percent of respondents saying their levels are 
down year-over-year. That opens up the possibility for inventory restocking and reinforces shippers’ rosier view of 
freight growth for the year, Wolfe Research noted. Inventory restocking propelled freight growth in 2010, when 45 
percent of shippers told the firm that their safety stocks were down on a year-over-year basis. 

Contact Mark Szakonyi at mszakonyi@joc.com and follow him at www.twitter.com/szakonyi_joc. 
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